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Red Hat Academy
Institution tiering program

“ My journey with Red

Hat boosted when I got
the coveted internship
opportunity for the
Cloud Site Reliability
Engineer position and
since then it was never
looking back . . . I am
thankful to Red Hat
Academy for helping me
gauge my knowledge
and expand my skill sets.
It has helped me both
academically as well as
professionally.”
Nikunj Doshi
former Red Hat OpenShift Container
Platform intern, Northeastern University

“

I have found the Red
Hat Academy Program
material to cater to my
career interests and
in helping me acquire
applicable industry skills.

facebook.com/redhatinc
@RedHat
linkedin.com/company/red-hat

redhat.com

Bridge the gap between education and industry
Red Hat® Academy helps educational institutions keep pace with the demands in the IT industry.
The Linux® platform, application services, and cloud technologies curriculum involves hands-on
instruction built on the expertise of Red Hat development, support, and field consulting teams.
Rather than learning theoretical skills, students learn practical skills based on use cases from
thousands of enterprise implementations.

Features and benefits
Red Hat Academy tiering program offers benefits that further expand the program at your
institution and in the educational community. Each level of tiers—Ready, Advanced, and Premier—
has benefits based on the institution’s dedication to Red Hat Academy. The program rewards
high engagement, consumption, and overall standing.
Program benefits

Ready

Advanced

Premier

Red Hat Academy partner welcome kit

√

√

√

Swag program discount

√

√

Participation in conferences and events

√

√

Co-marketing activity qualification

√

√

Partner advisory board eligibility

√

Featured success story eligibility

√

Exclusive upskilling session

√

Moderator role within the
Red Hat Learning Community

√
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The hands-on labs allow
me to retain information
more effectively
and develop skills
for completing realworld tasks that can be
directly applied in a real
work environment. In my
journey of earning the
RHCSA®, I have gained
greater confidence
in my Linux skills that
were unfortunately not
offered or advertised
at our university before
this program began.
It has also made me
become more curious
and informed about the
technologies that are
currently used in
the industry.”

Ready Academy Partners receive access to marketing and training resources. Advanced Academy
Partners’ increased commitment to Red Hat is rewarded with enhanced benefits. And because
of their focus and dedication, Premier Academy Partners have access to the highest level of
benefits available.
Learn more about Red Hat Academy.

Jonathan Saenz
Texas A&M1

About Red Hat
Red Hat is the world’s leading provider of enterprise open source software solutions, using a community-powered
approach to deliver reliable and high-performing Linux, hybrid cloud, container, and Kubernetes technologies.
Red Hat helps customers integrate new and existing IT applications, develop cloud-native applications, standardize on
our industry-leading operating system, and automate, secure, and manage complex environments. Award-winning
support, training, and consulting services make Red Hat a trusted adviser to the Fortune 500. As a strategic partner
to cloud providers, system integrators, application vendors, customers, and open source communities, Red Hat can
help organizations prepare for the digital future.
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North America
1 888 REDHAT1
www.redhat.com

Europe, Middle East,
and Africa
00800 7334 2835
europe@redhat.com

Asia Pacific
+65 6490 4200
apac@redhat.com

Latin America
+54 11 4329 7300
info-latam@redhat.com

1 Red Hat Academy internal data, “North America PE124 Positive Impact Campaign,” July 2020.
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